make the most of your home
windows | doors | conservatories

System 10 windows, doors and
conservatories add to the comfort
and living in your home with a
touch of timeless elegance and
style.
It adds instant value with products
that combine function, form and
aesthetic appeal all into one.
Create the perfect look for your
home with System 10.

Be inspired. Choose System 10.
Our products are beautiful in proportion, symmetry and
style which will complement the existing character and
style of your home - whether period or contemporary, town
or country. Whichever product you choose, System 10 will
give you an ever-lasting impression you will truly adore.

Energy saving efficiency.
System 10 products are energy efficient. They are proven
to help keep the warmth inside your home whilst keeping
the cold out and any heat loss to a minimum - all this will
help reduce your heating costs significantly.

It’s in the detail.
Our aesthetically detailed window profile features a
slim-line chamfer edge to complement any home.

The cost saving made from reduced fuel bills outweigh the
investment cost over the life expectancy of the window.

A quieter home.
System 10 provides excellent acoustic insulation, which
will significantly reduce the noise transmission throughout
your home from the outside and help create a quieter life
inside - turning your home into a more tranquil place.

Security - peace of mind.
System 10 windows and doors are designed to surpass
even the most stringent security tests, with the latest
features such as high security protected hinges and
extra strong locking systems for added peace of mind.
Safety is equally as important. We offer optional
features, which give restricted opening for child safety,
as well as quick and easy fire escape opening from
upstairs rooms.

Low maintenance & eco friendly.
The high quality PVCu eco-friendly
materials used in our products
result in windows and doors that
are very low maintenance. Unlike
traditional timber windows, our
products do not rot, peel, crack or
warp, no matter what the weather
throws at them.

Windows
System 10 windows can be made
to the same style as the window it
directly replaces, or in a style that
is completely different.
We offer a wide choice of beautiful
styles, opening configurations and
sizes to suit.

Casement windows.

French windows.

Casement windows remain a popular, practical and
versatile choice.

Stylish continental styled French windows are a real
alternative to standard casements, which give the added
benefit of an unspoilt view without a fixed window frame
being in the way.

We offer a wide range of beautiful styles, with opening
configurations and sizes to suit and with decorative glass
and Georgian bar options to complement the style of your
home.

style
options

Vertical sliding sash windows.
Our vertical sliding sash windows have a timeless
elegance, made with beautiful proportions and symmetry.
Crafted with attention to detail, they have the authentic
looks of the original sash window of a distinguished era,
retaining the original character of the property itself.
The System 10 sash window not only emulates the
aesthetics of their traditional timber equivalent, but they
also offer many additional benefits.

a natural choice
for period style homes.

style
options

Specialist window styles.
The tilt and turn window is popular where an inward
opening application is required, for instance where outside
window shutters prevent a window from opening outwards.
It operates simply into ‘ventilation mode’, where the top
of the sash tilts inwards. On closing the sash and further
rotating the handle, the hinge mechanism is engaged,
allowing the sash to swing inwards for an easier and safer
outside windowpane to clean.

Residential Doors
Your front door is as individual
as you are - it is a statement
that creates a first and lasting
impression of you and your home,
so it makes sense to invest in it
wisely.

Entrance Doors.
We offer a wide range of front and back door styles to
match your System 10 windows. You have the option to
match the door it replaces or with a completely different
style. Our mix and match of door styles, decorative glass
patterns, complementary door furniture and a range of
locking hardware means that each door is tailor made to
suit you. Ask for the full range of door styles available.

Patio and French doors.
Our System 10 range of patio and french doors extend
your home into the garden and outside, bringing extra
light and airiness inside with minimal obstruction. They
allow a wider opening from a house or conservatory.
Homeowners can enjoy the benefits of the outdoors and
their gardens year round.
Ideal in applications where an opening or partition is
required where the home leads onto a patio/outside area.

Concertina bi-fold doors.
System 10 bi-fold doors feature panels that are configured
into a number of folds, which concertina into a reduced
space, allowing optimum light into a room with minimal
obstruction.
They allow a wider opening from a house or conservatory,
extending any home so you can enjoy the benefits of the
outdoors and the garden all year round.
Bifolding doors are ideal where an opening or a partition
is required between rooms, or where the home leads onto
a patio area.

Conservatories
System 10 conservatories will
enhance your lifestyle, allowing
you to make the most of the
outside with all of the comforts of
the inside.
You might aspire to one to create
more living space, enjoy the
benefit of natural light, enhance
your home’s appearance, or see it
as an investment in your property.
Make a statement with a
conservatory that gives an air of
affordable luxury that you can
enjoy all year round.

Choose from a ‘T’ shaped Edwardian or a ‘P’ shaped
Victorian conservatory with a multi-faceted end. Our
Edwardian design – rectangular or square in shape with no
gable end - has a timeless elegance that complements all
house styles, whether traditional or contemporary.

The Victorian

The Edwardian

A minimum of 5 angular
sides with a 3 or 5 facet roof is
available in a variety of sizes
and finishes to suit your home.

Normally square or
rectangular available in a
variety of sizes and finishes to
complement your home.

The ‘P’ Victorian

The Lean-to

A flexible style for those who
want to create an even larger
living space and add more
value to your home.

Square or rectangular, with the
classic pitched roof system.

Ask for further information on the roof glazing options available.

Options.
Our products are fitted with complementary door and
window furniture in a choice of stunning finishes – ultramodern chrome, clean and contemporary white or classic
gold.

Cherrywood/Oak with
chrome effect handle

Georgian bars.
Our optional Georgian bars can be fitted to any of our
windows or doors, giving a truly authentic look – ideal for
retaining the characteristics of a period home.

White with white
handle

Rosewood with gold
effect handle

A range of colourful glass styles.

Three classic finishes.

All our windows, doors and conservatories are available in
a choice of glazing styles and colour options.

Available in Cherrywood/Oak or Rosewood with
woodgrain pattern texture or contemporary white finish.

Great effort is made to ensure that the
life cycle of System 10 products have
minimal impact on the environment.
Our products are recyclable and
require minimal maintenance.

What we put in...
Double glazed sealed glass units
High specification profile
for improved performance

Customer reassurance.
System 10 products are available through a quality network
of window installers. Homeowners have total reassurance
that they are dealing with a bona fide company.
Confidence comes from knowing that your newly-installed
products are designed and engineered with the very
highest standards of quality and reliability in mind.

... & what you get.
Beautiful styling

Significantly reduced energy bills,
a quieter home and a reduced carbon footprint.

Security - peace of mind.
Produced by Halo.
As part of our policy of continuous improvement we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice
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